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Introduction
This discussion on how to estimate the cost of portal construction for an
underground mine will include the excavation, drilling and blasting, and the required
ground support for safety measures. This type of construction requires substantially
more analysis than a simple quantity takeoff utilizing standard unit rates. In order to
maintain brevity and clarity the sample estimate provided excludes setup, owner
Indirects, contractor Indirects, material delivery, supervision, and sales taxes in the
direct costs. The sample estimate includes Indirect, contractor Indirect, material
delivery, and supervision, in the indirect items below the line. The sample estimate
completed to an SEP design development (level three) level of detail.
Master Format 2014
Main CSI Division


Division 01- General Requirements



Division 02 - Existing Conditions



Division 03 - Concrete



Division 31 - Earthwork

Main CSI Subdivisions


Subdivision - 032000 - Concrete reinforcing



Subdivision - 033000 - Cast-in-Place Concrete



Subdivision - 312200 - Grading



Subdivision - 315113 - Excavation Support and Protection
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Brief Description
The preliminary portal design prepared in 2014 is the basis for the portal
construction estimate. The estimate includes steel arch sets plus rock bolts, mesh, and
shotcrete extending approximately 70 ft into the rock face. The high wall above the
portal utilizes slope reinforcement with rock bolts; mesh, and shotcrete, Steel sets clad
with corrugated steel extend approximately 20 ft outward.
The surface operations of the mine, plan to construct a road and refractory ore
storage pad are immediately adjacent to the portal site. This work will also include the
rough excavation of the portal site.

Types and Methods of Measurements
Portal construction in most Countries utilizes the metric system. The sample estimate
contains Imperial measurements. The quantity surveys for the discussion are a Lump Sum item.
(Typically based on Owner preference), it is important to have sufficient supporting cost item
details. The detail should ensure that the unit rate applied to the established metric is adequately
capturing the potential cost exposure. For costing Purposes, the quantity survey includes a count
of each (EA), measurement of length in linear feet (LF), and measurement of an area in square
feet (SF). Derived units of measure include weight, in pounds (LBS) or tons (TN), and volume,
in cubic feet or cubic yards (CF or CY). Square foot measurements are also often derived from
linear foot measurements.
Specific factors
As with any mining or earthwork project, there are a considerable amount of factors to
review when establishing quantities and unit rates.
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Bid Documents & Site Familiarity
At the Start of the process, there should be a comparison to determine if the amount of
information provided is adequate to complete the estimate. The question “Can the level of detail
as defined in the (SEP) guidelines be met based on the drawings and specifications provided by
the owner. During the review, there may be evidence that the documentation has some
discrepancies between the drawings and the specifications. In this case, the allowances for
unforeseen conditions may need to be increased. The estimator's familiarity with a given site
may also help to provide a comfort level and provide the opportunity for reduced contingencies.
A discussion of any additions or reductions of these types should take place with management
before making that assumption. When making assumptions, the notes section of the document
should carefully explain all the factors, to facilitate full understanding of the estimate. It is
important to evaluate the full extent of work required at the portal location.

Existing Conditions
First in evaluating the existing conditions, one will need to survey the location and
understand the soil conditions. Certain types of soil may require additional labor, specialized
tools, or more stringent safety control measures. For example, excavation started in wet ground
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conditions will have special requirements, at the other end of the spectrum extremely dry sandy
conditions could require extensive laybacks or the addition of extensive shoring. A complete
review of the geotechnical report and recommendations should be completed as a priority item as
the report will become a major part of the portal bases of estimate (BoE).
Schedule
The estimator should review the anticipated schedule with the Owner before finalizing
the estimate. A more detailed schedule may be required to determine if shiftwork is required.
The estimate referenced in this discussion is one shift per day. Portal Construction is usually of
high importance as the portal provides critical access to mine infrastructure. In most cases the
portal becomes a critical path item in the schedule. One should remember that most if not all
mining operations operate on a twenty- four seven-work schedule. The schedule should be
thoroughly evaluated for feasibility, to establish accurate prices and expectations from all parties.
The estimate provided for the portal will also become the portal basis of schedule (BoS).

Documentation Requirements
Before estimating, the cost of a portal one should understand the importance of the
documentation required, for permits, inspections, and certifications. For Portals constructed out
of the country, the importance of understanding the government regulations of the host country
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are critical to the estimate. Due to substandard safety regulations in foreign countries the
estimator should us the US. Safety guidelines when doing a Portal estimate in a foreign country.
Using the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) guidelines is highly recommended.
Proper documentation can accelerate the construction process and avoid costly delays associated
with discrepancies and safety issues.
Geographic and Fiscal Market Factors
In any construction work and business, in general, there are important market conditions
both current and future to consider when establishing unit costs. In the construction of most
portals, the work is on a designated Mine site. The rule of thumb is that the owner should provide
the labor and equipment rates for the estimate. On a green field project where these rates are not
available, the estimator could utilize the Mine and Mill cost guidelines. These are available and
include most labor and equipment rates for countries that have active mining operations.
Availability of manpower in various countries can contribute significantly to increased project
costs and delayed schedules. The required materials to construct the portal in an offshore
environment should include an analysis of the freight and scheduling cost. Additionally, an
agreement on the foreign currency exchange should be part of the criteria and assumptions. The
sample estimate uses 2016 US dollars.

Seasonal Effect on Work
Since the entire scope of work for portal construction takes place in an outdoor
environment, typical seasonal factors will play a significant role. Areas with poor weather
conditions may see an increase in pricing during the winter. Conversely, excessive heat on
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projects in desert regions requires additional cost for worker protection. Examples of this
protection would include reduced or modified work schedules and the inclusion of night work.
These add factors will have a negative effect on the productivities and the effective available
working hours for the work force. Using the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA)
guidelines for worker safety is highly recommended. The sample estimate includes seasonal
working conditions in the State of Nevada.
Overview of Labor, Material, Equipment, and Approach to Mark-ups
In an estimate utilizing CSI Master- Format, the owners will receive a document that
includes a list of quantities and unit rates to support the estimated cost. For mining construction,
the direct cost unit rates will include direct costs only. The remaining costs values include
indirect costs, and mark-ups added below the line. The primary factors in establishing a viable
unit cost are labor, material, equipment, and a subcontractor if necessary. The indirect costs and
marked-ups go below the line.
Labor Rates
The Labor rates established by the owner of the project are for each level of billable
employees (e.g. Miner vs. Laborer). These rates are normally calculated to include the full cost
of the employee's take-home pay, taxes, workman's compensation, social security, Medicare, and
benefits, which include things like health insurance, holiday pay and paid time off.
In the mining industry, there are also added production bonuses and safety bonuses.
However, in most foreign countries the rate of compensation and benefits are substantially lower
than that of the US. There are two exceptions Argentina and Chili, which have some of the
highest compensation packages. The estimator should review the Labor rates on a typical project
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annually to accommodate inflation and tax changes. Mining and portal construction rates
regulated by long-term contracts between the mine operator and the local governments are
common. The contract accounts for the owner supplied rate. Depending on the provisions of the
contract, labor is calculated (based on 24 hours a day seven- day schedule), there are no premium
time rates for night-work or shift-work. These items are part of the bonus program. The sample
estimate uses the owner provided labor rate. In this case, the owner has only provided one labor
for all labor activities.
Material Rates
Material rates are established using historical data and current market trends. Lead-time
and expediting fees are included in the unit rates. Material costs should include all facets of cost
to get the material to the required location. The rates should include sales tax (unless the project
is tax exempt), shop drawings, design fees, mounting hardware, freight to the job site, storage
on-site or offsite. Most mining projects are tax exempt; therefore, there are no taxes included in
the sample estimate. For items that have inherent waste factors, such as steel and concrete, the
established unit rates should cover the expense of anticipated waste.
Equipment Rates:
For equipment that is owned by the mine, the initial cost, maintenance costs, and
depreciation are all included in the rate provided by the owner. For equipment, provided by the
owner’s contractor the estimator should obtain a rental rate or a quote for the rental rates
provided. The sample estimate provided uses contractor provided rental rates.
Indirect Costs
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The direct unit cost does not include any Indirect Costs. Direct costs items include all
miscellaneous items required for a complete installation covered under General Conditions.
These typically consist of things like small tools, consumable goods like nails and screws; in
mining, they included in the direct cost.
The Owners Indirect includes supervision, management, and other general overhead
items necessary to complete the project. Contractor Indirects are additional costs added to the
contractor work items to cover the contractor’s management and additional overhead. The
sample estimate includes fifteen percent (15%) for owner Indirect and an additional ten percent
(10%) for contractor Indirects.
Mark-up
Unit costs for lower tier subcontracts should be inclusive of their contract value,
including mark-up. The Contractor’s mark-up (Margin) should be carried "below the line “as a
percentage of the total cost of construction. In the absence of adequate historical data for a given
work item, or as a check number, there are numerous places to find standard unit rates for almost
every work item imaginable. Mining Cost Services are the primary sources for published unit
pricing, accessed with a paid subscription. When in doubt, the supplier of the material in
question needs to provide current pricing and expected labor productivity rates. The sample
estimate includes fifteen percent (15%) for contractor Margin
Engineering Procurement and Construction Management (EPCM) Allowance
The engineering component of EPCM is an allowance for detail engineering drawings
and issued-for-construction drawings that are prepared for the construction of the facilities
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identified. The sample estimate includes the following EPCM items; an allowance of six percent
(6%) applied to all cost items for the engineering work.
Procurement services costs are an allowance for the purchase of equipment, traveling to
manufacturer’s plants, and miscellaneous costs incurred during the purchase of both fixed and
mobile equipment. An allowance of two percent (2%) is applied to all cost items for
procurement of materials and equipment as necessary
The construction management costs and the size of the team vary on an annual basis,
depending on the amount of construction work scheduled. An allowance of ten percent (10%)
applies to all construction items for construction management. The total add-on for the (EPCM)
work to construct the portal is eighteen percent (18%)
Contingency
The contingency provides additional project capital for expenditures that are anticipated,
but not defined, due to the level engineering detail in the estimate. A capital contingency of 20%
assessed against the total Contractors and Owners costs.
Special Risk Considerations
Construction activities, in general, are hazardous; work on portal construction is arguably
one of the most important. The portal is critical for accessing the underground mine. The portal
is for ingress and egress for the Mine. The portal is also a major part of the ventilation system
that provides airflow to and from the underground operations
Contractors must be conscious of the risks at all times, as failure to properly ensure
ground support and safety measures during drilling and blasting could result in the loss of life.
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This constant onus of safety will typically result in lower productivity, coupled with costly safety
implementation.
The estimator should consider the two following rules of thumb when evaluating costs
and risk associated with shoring and dewatering. First, the maximum practical depth for sheet
piling in cohesive soils is approximately 60 feet (18m). In granular soils, the depth is usually not
more than 40 feet (12m). Second standard well points systems use suction (vacuum) lift and the
practical limit for lowering the ground water are normally about 16 feet (5m). Typically, the
second stage of well points will be required to lower the ground water further. (Hard Rock
Miner’s Handbook)
Ratios and Analysis
Ratios and Analysis – Metrics and Review for Proper QA/QC:
Portals constructed in many different countries and climates; historical data will be
available for comparison of the Portal estimate. A simple cost per lineal foot comparison may be
a helpful benchmark provided the previous projects are similar portal size. However, a more
accurate benchmark would be a typical cost per type and size of the portal. For example, the
historical cost of a new portal constructed in Arizona could compare to the cost per location from
the current portal estimate located in Nevada. Both have similar Soil types and climates. In
comparison, benchmarking against the same size portal constructed in Alaska in not
recommended due to the difference in climate and ground conditions.
A secondary approach to validating the current portal estimate would be to consider the
use of work force logic. In this case, the estimator would review the approved schedule and the
labor required to meet that schedule. Instead of costing the portal using unit rates, the costing
could be completed by considering the material and labor cost separately. The material takeoff
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should provide a reliable quantity for material pricing. Secondly, the estimator would evaluate
the number of miners (and laborers, etc.) that would be required to complete the project in the
allotted time. Finally, the estimator would evaluate if the lump sum construction costs were
satisfactory to cover: the full cost of the labor equipment and materials for the total duration of
the project. On projects of this nature, it is likely that there will be significant unproductive time,
caused by unexpected ground conditions, and changes to safety requirements.

Miscellaneous Pertinent Information
Based on the project delivery method, lump sum, time and materials, or guaranteed
maximum prices, unit costs and allowances may need to be adjusted. The previous discussion is
about a lump sum contract. A portal completed on a time and materials basis, has no adjustments
for inefficiencies, because unproductive time would be billable to the client. The time and
material delivery method can be beneficial for projects on an accelerated schedule. The owner is
motivated to cooperate in order to expedite access to areas of work and reduce waiting times. To
a proactive owner, this method could result in cost savings as it minimized the risk to the
contractor.
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Sample Sketch
The following are a few examples of relevant documents.

The sections above represent the typical details used for the discussion estimate. The conveyor is
excluded and covered by the material handling document.
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The above topo represents what a typical portal layout would look like at the toe of a hillside
after mass excavation had taken place.
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Sample Take-off and Costing Sheets
General Information Sheet Provides Quantities
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Performance for Excavation Items
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Labor and Permanent Materials Calculations
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Equipment Rental
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Equipment Operating Cost
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Services and Supplies
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Cost Summary of the Excavation and Support Items
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Total Capital Cost Estimate
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Glossary/ Acronyms
BoE ...........................basis of estimate
BoS............................basis of schedule
CapEx.........................capital expenditure
CIM ............................Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum
EPCM .........................engineering, procurement, and construction management
IRS .............................intact rock strength
LOM ...........................life-of-mine
MSHA ........................Mine Safety and Health Administration
MTO ...........................material takeoff
NPV............................net present value
QA ..............................quality assurance
QC ..............................quality control
RMR...........................rock mass rating
RQD ...........................rock quality designation
ToPo………………...topagraphical Data
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